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Let H be a real Hilbert space, A : H + H a self-adjoint continuous linear 
operator. Given a variational inequality related to A, we construct a Lipschitz 
continuously differentiable function F : H -+ Iw so that the critical points of F are 
the solutions of the variational inequality. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner-product (,) and norm 
11 *j] , K a nonempty closed convex subset of H, and P; H+ K the 
projection onto K(]l Pu - 24 11 < 11 v - 24 11 , Vv E K). 
DEFINITION 1. Let F: H +- R be a real valued function defined 
on H. We say that F is differentiable at u E H if there exists v E H 
such that 
where 
F(u + h) = F(u) + (‘u, h) + o(u, 4, Qh E H, 
o(u, h)/lj h II+ 0 as h + 0. 
(1) 
We write VF(u) = v. 
It follows immediately that if F is differentiable at u E H then F is 
Gateaux differentiable at u and the derivatives are equal. 
Zarantonello has proved (cf. [5, Theorem 4.11) that G: H-G R, 
defined by 
G(u) = (l/2) [II u II2 - 11 u - PU II”] = (u, PU) - (l/2) 11 PU 112, 
is a convex function, differentiable, and 
VG(u) = Pu, QuEH. (2) 
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Now, let A : H -+ H be a continuous, self-adjoint linear operator. 
Iff E H we put 
E(A,f)={uEK/(Au-f,v-U)>O,VVEK}. (3) 
We can say that E(A, f) is th e set of the solutions of a variational 
inequality (cf. [l-4]) and it may be empty. 
We want to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let h > 0 be a number such that ker(l - AA) = (O}, 
where I is the identity mapping. Let F: H + R be the continuous function 
dejked by 
F(u) = (l/2) {(u - AAU, 2P[u - AAU + Xf] - u) 
- II P[u - Mu +- hfl - w2>, Vu E H. 
(4) 
Then F is diferentiable on H, VF: H -+ H is Lipschitz continuous, and 
E(A, f) = {u E H 1 W(u) = 01. (5) 
Proof. It follows immediately that E(A,f) = E(hA, Af). Further- 
more, the *well known characterization of P: v = Pu t> v E K, 
(U - ZJ, ZJ - w) > 0, VW E K, implies 
E(XA, hf) = {u E H 1 u = P(u - hAu + Xf)}. (6) 
Let B: H--j H, T: H -+ H be defined by 
Bu = u - hAu, Tu = P(Bu + Xf) - u, 
We have by (6) 
Vu E H. (7) 
E(A, f) = E(hA, hf) = ker T. (8) 
Let PI: H + Kl = K - Af be the projection onto Kl . We have 
PIV = P(v + Xf) - Af, Vv E H, (9) 
and so Tu = P,Bu + Af - u. 
Since B is injective by hypothesis, we have 
ker T = ker(BT) = ker(BP,B + XBf - B), 
and so by (8) 
E(A, f) = ker(BT). 
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Let us now consider the function G, 0 B: H + l%, where G,: H--t R 
is defined by 
G,(u) = (~1 f’~) - UP) II PP I/‘, Vu E H. 
Since B: H + H is FrCchet differentiable and VB(u) ZE B, Vu E H, 
G,: H -+ R is differentiable and VG,(V) = Prv, Vv E H (by (2) 
applied to K,), we conclude that G, 0 B is differentiable and, 
Vu, v E H, 
(G(G, 3 B) (u), v) = (CG,(Bu), Bv) = (P,Bu, Bv) = (BP,Bu, v), 
so that 
V(G, 0 B) (u) = BP,Bu, Vu E H. (11) 
Let F: H --f R be the function defined by 
F(u) = G, 0 B(u) + h(Bf, u) - (l/2) (Bu, u). w 
We have that F is differentiable and 
and so by (10) 
W(u) = BTU, Vu E H, (13) 
E(A, f) = (u E H ( W(u) = O}. (14) 
Furthermore, we have by (12) and (9) 
F(u) = (Bu, P,Bu) - (l/2) I( P,Bu /I2 + X(Bf, u) - (l/2) (Bu, u) 
= (Bu, J’[Bu + Afl - Xf) - (l/2) II f’[Bu + Af] - WI2 
+ W% f) - (l/2) (Bu, 4 
= (112) {(Bu, 2P[Bu + hfl - 4 - !I P[Bu + Xf] - Vl12), 
which completes the proof of the Theorem 1. 
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